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Significance!
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Induction into the National Film Registry
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Methods
Single Variable Analysis

Multi-variable Analysis
Random-forest 

To select features that could predict significance (i.e. inclusion in the 
NFR)
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June 27, 2014: Paper received
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BUT it has a high long-gap citation rate
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Example: Willy Wonka
June 27, 2014: Paper received
Willy Wonka (1971) is not in the NFR

BUT it has a high long-gap citation rate

December 1, 2014: Paper approved

December ?, 2014: Willy Wonka 
inducted into the NFR



The National Film Registry
700 films total; 25 new films each year; Films must be >10 years old 
to be eligible

Public nominates films; Librarian of Congress and National Film 
Preservation Review Board make final selections

40 films were directed by women. No accessible data about racial 
demographics of the directors



Questions
What new insights or information does this method provide 
to us that we could not have been learned otherwise? 

Considering what we know of the method, do you feel that 
this method truly measures significance? Why or why not?

What responsibilities do scholars have when working on 
projects that intersect with another field?
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